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Abstract: Helicases are molecular motors that translocate on DNA in non-equilibrium conditions
and use the energy from ATP hydrolysis to unwind DNA. Here we carry out magnetic tweezers
experiments to study the unwinding and translocation activities of the gp41 replicative helicase
in a DNA hairpin under the effect of a mechanical force. We analyze the experimental results to
compute the mean helicase rate and the diffusion coefficient in different experimental conditions
(forces and ATP concentration). These quantities are related to the thermodynamic uncertainty
factor Q [1], which can be used as a measure of the irreversibility of a given enzymatic process. We
find that the Q factor decreases with the applied force and has a non-monotonic behaviour with the
ATP concentration. The results are compared with simulations of a simple model based on a biased
random walk to describe the helicase motion on DNA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Helicases are proteins that use the energy from ATP
hydrolysis to separate the two strands of the DNA
double-helix, a reaction required in many cellular pro-
cesses (e.g. DNA replication). They catalyse the DNA
unwinding reaction by lowering the activation barrier via
the conversion of chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis
into mechanical work, acting as a molecular motor. The
unwinding process is essential for DNA replication where
the double helix is separated into two single stranded
DNA chains by the helicase, then another enzyme (poly-
merase) is hooked in the single strand and begins to copy
the DNA, leading to two identical DNA molecules.
The energies involved in the unwinding reaction, i.e the
energy of breaking a DNA base-pair and the energy from
ATP hydrolysis, are on the order of few kBT . There-
fore helicases work in strong Brownian environment. In
their out of equilibrium activity they incur thermody-
namic costs (dissipation). The recently derived thermo-
dynamic uncertainty relation [1–3] relates the dissipation
and fluctuations in the activity of helicases, through the
Q factor, as:

Q = σtot
2D

v2
= Sbp

2D

v
≥ 2, (1)

where v is the mean motor velocity, D is the diffusion
coefficient and σtot is the entropy production rate (in kB
units), which can be written as the product of the mean
entropy production per unwound base-pair, Sbp, times v.
Note that we have taken the Boltzmann’s constant kB
equal one in Eq. 1, and so the Q factor is in kB units.

In this work we have performed experiments with a
replicative helicase using magnetic tweezers. By manip-
ulating a DNA hairpin and applying a mechanical force
at their extremities (on the pN range), we can measure
the DNA extension (on the nm range). The measured
extension can be used as a reaction coordinate to follow
the unwinding reaction (FIG.1). These experiments al-
low to follow in real time the activity of single helicase

unwinding of a DNA molecule. From the statistics of the
unwinding traces and analyzing the mean and the vari-
ance of the helicase displacement, we can measure the
mean unwinding velocity and diffusion constant and es-
timate the Q factor in Eq. 1. We have done experiments
in different conditions, varying the external applied force
and the ATP concentration in order to investigate how
these conditions affect the value of the Q factor. Fur-
thermore, we have used a simple biased random walk to
describe the helicase motion on a DNA chain. We have
performed simulations of this simple model in the differ-
ent experimental conditions tested to compare them with
experimental results.

II. SETUP AND METHODS

A. Magnetic tweezers and experiments

The magnetic tweezers set up is schematically depicted
in Fig.1 A. We prepare micron-sized magnetic beads that
are attached to a DNA hairpin via biotin-streptavidin in-
teractions [4]. To carry out experiments, we inject the
beads with DNA into a microfluidic channel illuminated
from above by a LED. The beads are visualized via an in-
verted microscope connected to a CCD camara. The par-
allel illumination produce diffraction rings and analyzing
these rings we can track the 3D position of each bead
in real time [5]. One extremity of the DNA hairpin is
labeled with digoxigenin that binds the anti-digoxigenin
treated surface of the microfluidic channel. The teth-
ered DNA molecule is then stretched by using a pair of
magnets located on top of the channel. The value of the
applied force can be controlled by changing the position
of the magnets relative to the channel (i.e. the bead feels
a greater force the closer it is to the magnets, ranging
forces from 10−3 to 100 pN [4]).

By adding the gp41 helicase (replicative helicase from
T4 bacteriophage) and ATP into the channel we can
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FIG. 1: (A) Schematic representation of the magnetic tweez-
ers with a DNA hairpin tethered between the magnetic bead
and the channel surface. The helicase (in yellow) unwinds the
hairpin leading to an increase of the molecular extension.(B)
Experimental trace showing full unwinding of the hairpin (ris-
ing edge) followed by the translocation of the helicase on the
single stranded unwound DNA while the hairpin rezzips in
its wake (falling edge). Red arrows indicate gp41 motion and
black arrows indicate bead motion.

follow the gp41 unwinding reaction by measuring the
changes in DNA extension: initially the hairpin is formed
and the bead is at height h1; next when the helicase opens
the hairpin, the DNA lengthens and the bead moves at
h2 > h1 (FIG.1A). Experimental traces show an increase
on the DNA extension corresponding the helicase DNA
unwinding until the hairpin is fully unzipped (FIG.1B).
Next, the extension decreases corresponding to the heli-
case translocation on the single-stranded DNA while the
hairpin rezips in its wake. The position is measured with
a precision of nm and the program allows us to track dif-
ferent beads at the same time, being able to have a lot of
statistics in a single experiment [5]. The extension in nm
can be converted to number of unwound base-pairs by us-
ing the previously measured elasticity of single-stranded
DNA [6, 7].
The experiments were carried out using a ∼500 base-pair
(bp) hairpin at 25ºC in 10mM MgCl2 buffer with 60nM
gp41 helicase. The acquisition frequency was 300Hz. We
tested different experimental conditions. First, we fixed
the height of the magnets (constant force) and changed

the ATP concentration, from low concentration to high
concentration (ATP saturating conditions). Second, at
high ATP condition (8mM), we tested the helicase un-
winding activity at different external forces (from 5 to 13
pN).

B. Model and simulations

In this study, we use a biased random walk to describe
the motion of the helicase on the DNA during unwinding
[8]. In this model, the probability of the motor to be in
the base n along the DNA chain, pn, is given by dpn/dt =
k+pn−1 + k−pn+1 − (k+ + k−)pn with different rates k+

and k− of moving forward and backwards. The helicase
dynamics is then determined by the rates k+ and k−,
given by:

k+ = k0 exp

(
−∆Gbp +Wnet

kBT

)
(2)

k− = k0 exp

(
−∆µ

kBT

)
(3)

where k0 is an attempt frequency, ∆Gbp is the free energy
of base-pair formation, ∆µ is the energy coming from
the ATP hydrolysis and Wnet is the net work done by
the force. Note that these rates verify the detail balance
condition since that total change in free energy between
two consecutive positions (n and n+1) of the motor in the
DNA chain is given by ∆GT = ∆µ−∆Gbp +Wnet. The
mechanical work Wnet is calculated following the worm-
like chain model (WLC) which assumes that the polymer
is a semi-flexible rod with a force-extension relation [9]
given by:

F =
kBT

P

[
1

4

(
1− x

L

)−2

− 1

4
+
x

L

]
(4)

where x is the polymer extension, P the persistence
length, L the contour length and F the external force.
The conversion from nm to unwound base-pairs at each
force can be obtained from this equation for a contour
length corresponding to only one base (e.g L = l = 0.69
nm). Using this elastic model, the net work reads as:

Wnet = ∆x

[
F − 1

Pβδ

(
l2

2l − δ
− δ + 2l

4
+
δ2

4l

)]
(5)

where l is the length of one base and δ is the nm/bp
conversion factor.
From the simulations we can compute the velocity and
the diffusion constant. For constant rates k+ and k− the
biased-random model can be solved [8] leading to:

D =
k+ + k−

2
, v = k+ − k− (6)
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We have first confirmed that our simulations verified
these relations for the case where the force, ATP con-
centration and ∆Gbp are fixed. This latter case would
correspond to an homogeneous DNA sequence (with a
single base-pair type). In order to take into account the
heterogeneous sequence of the hairpin used in the ex-
periments, we have used the nearest-neighbour base-pair
energies [10] to calculate the energy associated to each
individual base-pair in the sequence. Simulations from
the real DNA sequence and homogeneous sequence (with
the ∆Gbp = 2.62kBT equal to the mean ∆Gbp of the real
sequence) are compared.

FIG. 2: (A) Comparison between experimental (left panel)
and simulated (right panel) unwinding traces. (B) The mean
unwinding rate is obtained from the lineal fit to the mean he-
licase displacement from experiments (green) and from sim-
ulations of the biased random walk (Eq. 2,3) in a homoge-
neous (orange) and heterogeneous (blue) sequence coupled to
the bead dynamics (Eq. 7). The prefactor k0 =50s−1 used
in simulations is chosen to match the experimental unwind-
ing velocity for the heterogeneous case.(C) The variance as a
function of time showing linear and exponential behaviour for
both experimental and simulation results (colors as in panel
B). The linear fit gives information about the diffusion co-
efficient, leading to larger D values for experiments than for
simulations. Inset show details of the non-lineal regime, with
the fit to Eq. 8

In order to simulate the experimental conditions, we
have also included in the simulations the Brownian mo-
tion of the bead. We consider that the bead position x
follows a Langevin dynamics of an overdamped particle
(i.e., without inertial term), given by:

γ dx/dt = F − kssDNA x+ ξ (7)

Where DNA is considered as an elastic spring of stiffness
kssDNA, and the noise term ξ is a white noise with zero
mean and standard deviation σ =

√
2kBTγ, with γ the

drag coefficient of the bead.

III. RESULTS

A. Helicase displacement analysis

We have performed simulations of the unwinding ac-
tivity of the helicase motor working on a DNA molecule
coupled to a micron-sized bead. The simulations are per-
formed for both a homogeneous sequence (with all base-
pairs having the same energy) and a heterogeneous se-
quence (the sequence we used in the experiment). We
have compared the simulation results with the experi-
mental ones obtained with the gp41 helicase using mag-
netic tweezers. FIG.2A shows the unwinding traces ob-
tained in experiments and simulations. For both exper-
iments and simulations we compute the mean and the
variance of the measured displacement x for a given time
interval t, finding a lineal time dependence for both:
< x >= vt and < x2 >= 2Dt (FIG.2B-C). For the ho-
mogeneous sequence simulations, the values for D and
v agree with the expected ones given by Eq. 6 for
t > τ . At shorter times (t < τ) we observe an exponen-
tial behaviour for both simulation and experimental re-
sults (FIG.2C). This can be interpreted as a sub-diffusive
regime where the motor has not opened many bases and
the dynamics is governed by the fluctuations of the bead.
Once the motor has moved some bases forward, the sub-
diffusive regime ends and the behaviour is lineal, i.e. dif-
fusive. The mean square displacement of the bead-motor
system is given by:

σ2 = 2σ2
bead

(
1− e−t/τ

)
+ 2Dt (8)

where σbead is the fluctuations of the bead (without
motor) and τ the bead relaxation time. Therefore the
extrapolation of the lineal behaviour of σ2 to zero time
gives information about the bead fluctuations. Fitting
the exponential expression at (t < τ) we obtain τ =
0.0003s (Inset FIG.2C), which coincides with the inverse
of the corner frequency of the bead (ωc ≈ 3kHz).

The simulations for homogeneous and heterogeneous
sequences lead to similar results, but the values for D
and v for the heterogeneous case are closer to the experi-
mental results. However, the diffusion constant measured
experimentally is significantly larger than that obtained
in simulations (FIG.2C).
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B. Force and ATP dependencies

Experiments and simulations were carried out at dif-
ferent applied forces, ranging from 5 to 13 pN. In both
cases, we measure a mean rate that increases with the
force (FIG.3 top panel). This result is expected, since
force destabilizes the DNA base-pairs, decreasing the ef-
fective barrier for DNA unwinding. This is included in
the model by the Wnet term in the rates in Eq. 2. The
fact that the unwinding rate of gp41 increases with the
applied force has been previously reported and associated
to the passive character of this helicase [6, 7]. However,
the helicase diffusivity was not previously studied.

FIG. 3: Results of the mean rate (v), the diffusion (D) and
the Q factor extracted from the experimental data (unwinding
and translocation) and the simulation with an homogeneous
and heterogeneous sequence. Simulations reproduce well the
rate dependence on force. But they fail to explain the results
for the diffusion and Q factor.

From the variance analysis, simulations predict a diffu-
sion constant that increases with the applied force, with
larger D values for the heterogeneous case (FIG.3 central
panel). The experimental results show a diffusion con-
stant that does not exhibit a monotonic behavior with
force and it is between 2 and 10 times larger than those
obtained from simulations. The bigger differences are

observed at low forces (FIG.3 central panel). For the
translocation activity we obtain a constant translocation
rate. This result agrees with an scenario in which the
forward rate is independent of the force, k+ = k0. How-
ever, in this latter case the diffusion constant (and also
the Q factor) would be constant and we measure a diffu-
sion constant (and a Q factor) that decreases with force
(FIG.3 central panel).

FIG. 4: Experimental results for the ATP dependence. The
mean unwinding and translocation rates follow a Michaelis-
Menten dependence with the ATP concentration. Fits
are shown as continuous lines with KM=2.05±0.01mM and
vmax=461±50 bp/s for unwinding and KM=1.03±0.02mM
and vmax=611±7 bp/s for translocation. The Diffusion con-
stant increases with [ATP] and the Q factor has a minimum
near KM .

From the measurements of v and D we estimate the
Q factor (Eq.1) by using an entropy production per un-
wound base-pair given by: Sbp = ∆µ − ∆Gbp + Wnet.
This entropy production is computed assuming a tight
mechano-chemical coupling of one base-pair unwound per
ATP, which is the case for many DNA helicases [11, 12].
Note that the energy of ATP hydrolysis is very large as
compared to the other energetic terms (∆µ ∼ 25kBT ,
whereas ∆Gbp,Wnet ≤ 3kBT ). Therefore k+ >> k− and
the enzyme can be considered as unidirectional. In these
conditions, the ratio between 2D over v is equal to 1 for
an homogeneous sequence, giving a Q factor that only
depends on the entropy production per unwound base-
pair and it is almost constant Q = Sbp ∼ ∆µ, bottom
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panel of FIG.3. For the heterogeneous sequence the Q
factor is larger and increases slightly with the force. For
the experimental results, the Q factor is much larger and
decreases with the applied force (FIG.3 botom panel).
We have also carried experiments at 12pN and at differ-
ent ATP concentrations, from 500 µ M to 8 mM and mea-
sured the mean helicase rate and diffusivity. The mean
unwinding velocity increases with ATP concentration,
reaching a saturated value near to [ATP]=8 mM. The
velocity versus [ATP] results can be fitted the Michaelis-

Menten equation v = vmax[ATP ]
KM+[ATP ] where vmax is the max-

imum velocity obtained in the saturated ATP condition
and KM is the Michaelis-Menten constant (FIG.4 top
panel). From the fit we get KM=2.05 mM. For the diffu-
sion constant we also observe an increasing behaviour as
we increase the ATP concentration (FIG.4 central panel).
Comparing these two factors we can calculate the Q fac-
tor that shows a minimum near a [ATP ] ≈ KM and
increase till the saturation value (FIG.4 bottom panel).
This result was predicted from theoretical studies [3] but
it was not measured before.
The translocation results show similar trend for the ve-
locity (with lower kM of 1.03 mM), the diffusion constant
and the Q factor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed magnetic tweezers experiments to
investigate the unwinding and translocation activity of
a replicative helicase. From the experimental traces we
have measured its rate and difussivity in different exper-
imental conditions (different forces and [ATP]). These
measurements allowed us to estimate the ratio between
dissipation and fluctuations (defined as a Q factor) in

the activity of this motor. We find that the Q factor de-
pends on the experimental conditions decreasing with the
force and having a non-monotonic behaviour with [ATP],
presenting a minimum located in the Michaelis-Menten
constant in agreement with theoretical predictions [3].
However the Q values we measured, ranging from 10 to
103 depending on force and ATP concentration, are a bit
larger than those predicted for other molecular motors
(Q ∼ 10) [3].

We have also modeled the experiments using a sim-
ple biased random walk for describing the helicase mo-
tion along the DNA chain and including the dynamics
of the bead tethered to the DNA molecule. Simulations
of the model qualitatively reproduce the experimental
traces and the force dependence of the mean unwinding
and translocation rates. However, the diffusivity of the
model differs significantly from the experiments and so
the Q factor. We conclude that the model is too simple
to describe the complexity of the helicase unwinding and
translocation reaction. We envision to extend the model
in two directions: 1) include the ATP hydrolysis reac-
tion and consider different types of mechano-chemical
couplings and 2) include an helicase off-pathway paus-
ing state that could explain the force dependence of the
unwinding and translocation diffusion constant D.
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